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CALENDAR OF CHARITY STALLS AND EVENTS 2016
Friday 6th May 10-3pm Atrium Freeman Hospital.
Tuesday 10th May 7-9:30pm Committee Meeting, Freeman
Hospital.
Tuesday 7th June Dinner, Salanos Restaurant Newcastle.
Tuesday 14th May 7-9:30pm Committee Meeting, Freeman
Hospital.
Tuesday 17th May 10-3pm Atrium Freeman Hospital.
Saturday 18th June 9:30-4pm Westoe Fete, South Shields.
Tuesday 21st June 10-3pm Atrium Freeman Hospital
Saturday 25th June 9:30-4pm Summer Fete, Bents Park South
Shields
Sunday 21st August 10:30 Sponsored Walk, Roker to South
Shields Lighthouses. (6 Miles)
Sunday 11th September Great North Run.

All TKPA meetings to be held in room 138, Education Centre
Freeman Hospital and will begin at 7:00pm prompt
Tea, coffee and biscuits served from 6.45pm
If you wish to attend but require a lift, we may be able to organise one.
Please contact me to check if this would be possible.
Keith
07588 724530

Tyneside Kidney Patients Association
Annual Dinner Tuesday 7th June 2016

7:30pm for 8:00pm

Salanos Peruvian Restaurant Newcastle
Please make your menu choice and return it by the end of May 2016.
To start
Chefs homemade cream of country vegetable soup (1)
Or
Causa Pollo (2)
A traditional Peruvian dish based on potatoes and chicken with a chilli and lime juice.
Main Course
Seco de Cordero (1)
Tender boneless Lamb cooked with coriander and vegetables, served with steamed
white rice and yucca
Or
Aji de Pollo (2)
Pulled chicken breast served in a mild spicy sauce and creamy based cheese sauce
accompanied by boiled egg, sliced potato and steamed rice.
Or
Arroz de la Jarinera (vegetarian) (3)
Steamed rice and a medley of fresh vegetables
Desserts
Three flavours of ice cream served with choice of toppings (1)
Mango Baked cheesecake (2)

Lead guest…………………………………. Number of guests…… Contact mobile/email………………
Menu choice
Starters……………………………………………………………………………
Main course…………………………………………………………………….
Dessert………………………………………………………………………….
Keith Vickers,
87 Harton House Road,
South Shields NE34 6EB.
07588 724530 tkpa.secretary@gmail.com

USING THE REPEAT PRESCRIPTION LIST
I wonder which came first, Baldrick’s “I
have a cunning plan,” or the NHS’s
repeat prescription plan? At least
Baldrick explained his ideas whereas
the NHS have never done so to my
knowledge.
So what is this cunning plan us
patients are supposed to use? It’s their
great idea in the form of the –WAIT
FOR IT –
“THE REPEAT PRESCRIPTION LIST
“given out with every repeat
prescription. The assumption is that
patients will have the nouse to use it.
Many simply see another bit of paper
and sling it.
It’s worth keeping this list for several
reasons. Firstly, to help get repeat
prescriptions right. This starts by
checking the medicines in hand and
ticking what is needed. Then use the
list to order a repeat prescription. The
receptionist has the same list on
screen so using it is both a help and
makes checking if you need any items you haven’t asked for easy.
This list is also very helpful when going to a hospital appointment.
Particularly if it is a non-renal one as all you need to do when asked
about your medication is to hand over the list.
Back in 2002 a lot of you helped complete a survey on the accuracy of
repeat prescriptions. The results showed that people who did not use the
list, but made up their own, had more than double the number of
mistakes in their prescriptions compared to those using the list.
In recent months repeat prescriptions have changed. The items are now
listed alphabetically, which is much easier to use than the old order
where they were listed chronologically.
Simon Lloyd

PILL DISPENSERS
In recent years transplant patients were given a pill dispenser pack to
help manage all their pills. As this stopped some time ago we agreed at
the April meeting to buy them for
Medimax dispenser
Medimax dispenser
kidney transplant patients. We also
decided to get them to sell to our
members.
These packs each contain daily
dispensers and are shown in the
picture. I’ve been using the Medidos
1 since my transplant in ‘98 and it is big enough for the dozen pills of
different sizes I take. The dividers are movable which is very helpful.
The Medimax dispenser is four times as big as the Medidos. The
partitions are fixed but it will take a lot more pills. The Medimax is the
pack we are planning to give out to transplant patients.
Our supplier sent us a range of packs on sale or return. The packs are
made of three different materials. The biggest range is made of quite a
firm plastic with two welded seams down the spine. I found in use that
after some months a tear developed along one of these seams and I had
to tape it up. There are two alternative materials. Leatherette, which
seems to be tougher and should last for many years. The other material
is a “soft-feel” plastic without any seams that is flexible and should also
last
well. Medidos 8 comes with a choice of four different colours. We
Medidos No 1 £10
have decided to limit the range we carry to those with wallets of either
leatherette or the soft-feel plastic.
The Medidos dispenser for seven one
day’s pills is shown . There are three
movable dividers so the size of each
compartment can be altered as
necessary. Each dispenser is big enough
for the 12 different pills I take daily and
also for occasional antibiotics. We are
only getting the leatherette version
which comes in either black or red

The Medidos 8 has two rows of 4 dispensers , seven are labelled with
the days of the week and the other is unlabelled.
This is double the thickness of No 1 but is a handy
size for carrying in a pocket or bag. Made of softfeel plastic there is a choice of the 4 colours
shown, blue, purple, navy and red.
The Medimax is four times bigger. The partitions
in the dispenser are fixed and cannot be altered.
We are getting the wallet that is made of
leatherette and this comes only in black. This also
has 8 dispensers in two rows.
We have bought an initial supply of each of the
Medidos and Medimax dispensers.. They will be
taken round Ward 38 to offer to transplant
patients. They will be on sale at our stalls
in the Freeman, at other events and at our
meetings and they can also be bought
through our website.
In addition they can be bought direct from
me and my contact details are:
Tel: (01661) 871 399
E-mail:lloydcarrhouse@gmail.com
The prices are:
Medidos 1 Black or Red @£10
Medidios 8 Blue, Purple, Navy or Red
@£10
Medimax Black @£14
Second class postage will add £3-50.
Simon Lloyd

Repeat prescriptions, part 2
Since earlier this year I have been ordering my repeat prescriptions that
my GP fulfils via an online service called Patient Access. All it took was a
visit to the surgery with a couple of pieces of ID, in my case passport and
driving licence and they give you an access number and password. Once
I had downloaded the app and entered them in all my medications
appeared with just a tick box for re-ordering. It’s that easy!

I downloaded the app for ipad though there are apps available for
Windows and Android, the process is simple so my advice is to speak to
your surgery for further details, this service is open to all patients who
require repeats and not just renal patients.
http://patient.info/patient-access

Patient Online is an NHS England programme
designed to support GP practices to offer and
promote online services to patients, including
access to coded information in records,
appointment booking and ordering of repeat
prescriptions.
Patients have been telling us that they are ready
and want to take more control of their own
health and wellbeing. Digital technology has the
power to change the relationship between
patients and their GP practice, just as it has
changed our relationships in other walks of life,
such as managing our finances or shopping. It
can make services more convenient, personal
and efficient.
The NHS’s ambition is to embrace technology as
part of its drive to offer modern, convenient and
responsive services to patients, their families and carers. GP practices are
leading the way.
Today, the majority of GP
practices already offer online
services, including appointment
booking, ordering of repeat
prescription, and access to
summary information in
records. GP practices will
increasingly expand online
services over the next year. By
April 2016, online patient
records should include coded
information on medication,
allergies, illnesses,
immunisations and test results.

Online services will be offered in addition to the traditional telephone and
face-to-face means of interacting with a GP practice.
The Patient Online programme has updated their interactive Support and
Resources Guide to help GP practices implement their GMS/PMS
regulations for 2015-16. These include online booking of appointments,
ordering repeat prescriptions and by the 31st of March 2016, access to
detailed coded information held in patients’ records. The guide includes
updated guidance and practical tools for practices, links to RCGP
guides, materials for patients, FAQs, case studies as well as regional and
local support arrangements. It also offers clarification of pertinent issues
such as proxy access and coercion.
Article courtesy NHS England

Kidney Quality Improvement Partnership needs YOU!
KQuIP is a new and fast developing network set up to encourage and
promote quality improvement across kidney services.
The aim of KQuIP is to improve the lives of people affected by kidney
disease
by improving the quality of care service across the UK -reducing
variation, improving patient outcomes and sharing good practice.
KQuIP work with the whole kidney community to improve quality of care
and life for people with kidney disease. As well as clinicians, and
members who represent the wider kidney care team, we need patients
and carers to be involved in this work to make sure their experience and
expertise is included in kidney improvement
work.
KQuIP will be driving change and improvement at a local and national
level. It will be developing people’s improvement skills and will build on
what’s gone before as well as new initiatives.
We are looking for patients to join the KQuIP work streams
in order to really help us drive KQuIP
forward
There are six KQuIP work streams, which are the early stages of
development and so now is
the time to establish the teams and the work they will be doing.
1.Projects
KQuIP activities will come together in this work stream, where major
regional and national programmes of work will be delivered improvement

projects will come from the kidney community, and KQuIP will provide
strategic support and guidance.

2.Networks
A crucial work stream which will create the structure for the various tasks
to be
completed and spread across the kidney community.
3.Education
Identifying, developing and evaluating improvement educational
resources, this work stream will ensure the kidney community has the
quality improvement skills
needed
4.Measurement and Understanding
Working across KQuIP nationally and locally, this work stream will spread
and embed quality measurement methodology to ensure quality
improvement is delivered, effective and sustainable
5.Leadership
This work stream will work to ensure that current and future leaders of
the kidney community have the skills, aptitude and attitude to transform
services for improvement and patient benefit.
6.Communication and Engagement
Working to promote and raise awareness of KQuIP and its worktop
everyone who has an interest in all things kidney It will keep those
involved up to date on progress, share information and will highlight
KQuIP’s value and success.
The work streams will develop as KQuIP develops and we need your help
as members of the work streams to do this. We also
have a KQuIP Design Day on 17 May 2016, where everyone involved
thus far with KQuIP will come together to design the scope and outputs of
the work streams, and shape the future of the KQuIP, and to which you
are also invited,
please contact James at
James.McCann@renalregistry.nhs.uk for more info,
KQuIP will be launched to the
kidney
community in June 2016 during UK Kidney Week.

National Kidney Federation
Education and awareness drive

Great North Run 2016

TKPA runners in last year’s run
We have now filled all the places with our five runners being Barbara
Crawley, Joshua Crawley, Matthew Sim, Sophie Meakin and Kerry
Godfery.
The half marathon will be held
on Sunday 11th September
and I would like to thank
these folks for their efforts in
raising funds for the TKPA. As
a small charity run by patients
for the benefit of patients
these fundraisers are vital to
raise much needed funds to be
used to support all renal
patients (not just our members) through the Welfare Fund.
In light of this should you wish to sponsor these runners you can use our
pages on BT MyDonate

https://mydonate.bt.com/charities/tynesidekpa
If you want to sponsor an individual, please contact me and I will redirect
you to them.

Sponsored Walk
Sunday 21st August 2016
11:00am

Would you like to help raise funds for the TKPA?
The Great North Run a bridge too far?
Ben Nevis, a little too high?
Well this might be for you
It is a couple of years since we held this popular low impact sponsored
walk along the cliff tops and Leas from Souter Point lighthouse to the
Groyne in South Shields. The route is 3.9 miles long and is wheelchair
accessible, it passes ice cream shops, pubs and chip shops so you will not
have to rough it too much!
If you’re interested and need a blast of fresh air please contact me for
further details, there are no entry fees nor minimum sponsor amounts.
Oh, and its very dog friendly.

Keith Vickers
07588 724530
tkpa.secretary@gmail.com

Neckline protection
In October last year I had minor surgery to insert an emergency neckline
access point for dialysis, until a more permanent Fistula Access point
could be constructed.
From early on it was impressed upon me how very important it was to
keep the neckline safe, clean and dry. Not surprisingly it soon became
obvious that this was going to be difficult when showering. I asked my
Dialysis nurse, at Freeman Rd, what I could use, but I was unable to get
much help. Living in Northumberland I was transferred, much to my
enthusiastic agreement, to the Alnwick satellite Dialysis unit. After
settling in a little I asked the unit Manager, if she knew of anything I
could use, to have a daily shower safely. She advised me of a Protection
Pouch that was designed specifically for the purpose.
Off I popped to my GP to request
the prescription only dressings,
after a very protracted discussion
we agreed that I should try a
different approach as the pouches
I had shown him where expensive.
As time went on, it was now
January this year, and having tried
a plethora of different dressings
absolutely no avail, and speaking
to considerable numbers of
patients, as well as my GP, I was becoming less then enamoured with the
situation, as well as being no nearer to being able to shower safely. It
was suggested that I contact the Peritoneal Dialysis Sister at Freeman
Rd, as there seemed to be a lot more available to those on that type of
dialysis. She was very helpful and sent me a number of different covering
dressing, but due to the need to protect the access dressing in situation
and the length of the pipes that connected me to the Dialysis machine,
these were not suitable either. It was now February and still no closer to
being able to shower safely. A chance discussion suggested that I ask my
unit Manager to submit a request to Countrywide
supplies, the company that supplies the PD unit, at the Freeman Rd, with
their pouches etc., and see what happened. That done, Countrywide
supplies then contacted my GP surgery and asked if they would prescribe

the Wound and Protection pouches I needed. Much to my surprise that
was done and my pouches duly arrived, delivered directly to me.
Subsequent repeat prescriptions were asked for, in the same way I
request all repeat medication, and they too are delivered directly to me.
Without persistence and considerable help from my Unit Manager, the PD
Sister and my GP, I would still be struggling to shower safely with or
without help.
A very long time after my initial enquiries, and somewhat well-worn
patience, the solution was exactly as my Unit Manager had first advised
me back in November last year.
I am sure I am not the only person that has a neckline and has had
similar issues. Ask your unit to request the appropriate protection to
enable you to have, what after all, is a basic everyday necessity.

Les Rayner
TKPA member
Alnwick Dialysis Unit Patient.

NBTA
The coordinating voice for
Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic
transplant donation
http://www.nbta-uk.org.uk/
Organ donation is giving an organ to help
someone who needs a transplant.
In Islam there are two schools of thought with
regard to organ donation. The human body,
whether living or dead, enjoys a special
honour and is inviolable, and fundamentally,
Islamic law emphasises the preservation of
human life. The general rule that ‘necessities
permit the prohibited’ (al-darurat tubih almahzurat), has been used to support human
organ donation with regard to saving or
significantly enhancing a life of another
provided that the benefit outweighs the
personal cost that has to be borne. The
following are some verses which have been used to support organ
donation:
“Whosoever saves a life, it would be as if he saved the life of all
mankind.”
Holy Qur’an, chapter 5, vs. 32
“Whosoever helps another will be granted help from Allah.”
Prophet Muhammad (pbuh)
“If you happened to be ill and in need of a transplant, you
certainly would wish that someone would help you by providing

the needed organ.”
Sheikh Dr MA Zaki Badawi, Principal, Muslim College, London

An alternative view clearly states that:
“The saving of life is not absolute, but subject to the amount of
cost that has to be borne. Therefore, although the above
quotation enjoins the saving of life this is not without restriction
or caveats.
According to a similarly large number of Muslim scholar’s organ
donation is not permitted. They consider that organ donation
compromises the special honour accorded to man and this cannot
be allowed whatever the cost. Scholars, such as the Islamic Fiqh
Academy of India, allow live donations only.”
Mufti Mohammed Zubair Butt, Muslim Council of Britain

Therefore, it is very clear that in Islam:
“Organ donation is a very personal choice and one should
consider seeking the opinion of a scholar of their choosing.”
Mufti Mohammed Zubair Butt, Muslim Council of Britain
Making a donation is your choice. But it can be seen differently even in
the same religious groups. If you have any doubt, you should approach
your religious advisor.
Make sure you talk to your family and friends about your decision so they
know your wishes.
Further information
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Living well on a renal diet

What is potassium and why is it important?
Potassium is a mineral which is found naturally in many foods. It is
important to ensure healthy functioning of muscles, including your heart
muscle.
Why is my potassium level high?
Normally, any excess potassium is removed by the kidneys in the urine.
Unfortunately, as your kidneys are not working well, the potassium level
in your blood has risen.
Why is a high potassium level a problem?
A high potassium level or a sudden large increase in your potassium level
can be dangerous, as it can stop the heart from beating.
How can I reduce the level of potassium in my blood?




Low potassium diet - The dietary advice given depends on your
blood results and medical condition
Dialysis (if necessary)
Avoid constipation

How long will I have to follow this diet?
It will depend upon your treatment. Some people will need to follow this
diet long term, others will only need to follow it for a short while.
Therefore, it is important to see your dietitian regularly to review your
diet.
What can I eat?
This is a guide to help you identify foods which are high in potassium.
You are not aiming to avoid all foods containing potassium. A few simple
changes to your diet can help to reduce potassium levels in your blood.

Cooking methods

The way in which food is cooked can affect its potassium content. When
potatoes, yams, sweet potatoes and vegetables are boiled in water they
lose some potassium.

Tips








Boil all potatoes, yams, sweet potatoes and vegetables in large
amounts of water until cooked and discard the water;
Avoid using vegetable water for gravy, sauces, curries or casseroles;
When making curry or stew, firstly par-boil the potatoes and
vegetables. Then discard the water and add the vegetables/potatoes
to the stew/curry;
When making a stir fry, try to make sure that all vegetables are parboiled;
Ensure all vegetables are cut into small pieces before boiling;
Do not microwave, pressure cook or steam vegetables or potatoes.

You can re-heat vegetables that have already been boiled.
Potatoes

The daily allowance is 3 egg sized, (150g/6oz).
All potatoes should be peeled and boiled before they are chipped,
roasted or sautéed.
Alternatively, you may choose a portion of boiled yam or sweet potato,
instead of potato, or 100g/4oz boiled plantain.
Choose
Boiled potatoes
Mash potatoes
Homemade chips
Homemade roast
potatoes
Pasta
Rice
Noodles
Couscous
Maize
Corn meal

Avoid
Frozen/ oven/ retail chips
instant mash
Jacket potatoes
Microwave chips
Oven chips
Potato flour
Manufactured potato
products
e.g. hash browns,
waffles,
wedges

Carbohydrate (Starchy food)

Most breads and cereals are good choices as they are low in potassium.
Choose

Avoid

Bread
All types including
white, brown and
granary

Any bread or cereals with
added fruit, nuts & chocolate
as these will significantly
increase the potassium
content

Breakfast cereals
Weetabix, bran flakes
cornflakes, porridge
oats (not instant),
All bran / bran
shredded wheat,
special K
Flours
Plain, self-raising, corn
flour, arrowroot, sago, powdered starchy vegetable
tapioca

Vegetables and Salads

All vegetables contain potassium but some can be eaten in moderation.
The daily allowance for vegetables/salads is ............ portions. A portion
of vegetables is
approximately 2 tablespoons (85g/3oz)
Note



Half a tin of plum tomatoes can be used per portion to flavour
dishes, the juice should be thrown away.
All vegetables when used in composite dishes should be par-boiled,
and the water thrown away.

Choose
Mange tout,
Green/French
beans
Peas,
Bean sprouts
Broccoli,

Choose

Avoid

Spring greens

Ackee

Swede

Artichoke

Sweetcorn

Beetroot

Cabbage

Asparagus (3
spears)

Brussel
Sprouts

Carrots,

Celeriac
Aubergine (1/o)
Cauliflower
Celery (2 sticks)
Drumstick
Courgette,
Cucumber
Fennel
Leeks
Radish
Karela
Tomato (1 small or
Lettuce,
4
Mushroom
cherry)
Marrow
Okra
Mixed vegetables
Parsnip
Onions,
Spinach
Peppers
Tomato puree
Pumpkin,

Fruit

All fruits contain potassium but some can be eaten in moderation.
Your daily allowance is

.............. portions,

Choose
Apple
Apricot (2)
Blackberries
Blueberries (20)
Cherries (14)
Clementine's (2)
Grapes (15)
Kiwi Fruit
Kumquats (14)
Lychees (8)
Nectarine / Peach
Olives (10)
Orange (small)
Passion Fruit
Pear (small)
Pineapple (2 small slices)
Plums (2)
Raspberries (15)
Satsuma

Avoid
Avocado
Bananas
Blackcurrants
Coconut
Damson
Dried Fruit
Elderberries
Figs
Grapefruit
Greengages
Guava
Loganberries
Mango
Melon
Papaya
Paw-paw
Pomegranate
Redcurrants
Rhubarb

Strawberries (8)
Tinned Fruit 120g/small tin - Juice
drained

Sharon Fruit

NB Starfruit can be toxic for kidney patients therefore it should be
avoided at all times
Meat, fish and alternatives

Meat and fish contain a moderate amount of potassium. However,
because they are an important source of protein, they are not restricted
on a low potassium diet.
Avoid adding fruit or nuts to main dishes.
Beans and Pulses
A portion of cooked beans or pulses can replace a portion of meat or fish
for example, baked beans, dahl, chickpeas.
lf you are a vegetarian continue having beans and lentils as usual.

Dairy Products

Dairy products are an important source of calcium but contain potassium.
They should be taken in moderate amounts.
An equivalent of 1/2 pint (300m1) milk may be taken daily. Milky
puddings and yoghurts must be counted within this allowance. Soya milk
and products made from soya should also be included in your milk
allowance.
Eggs and cheese can be eaten as usual on a low potassium diet, but may
need to be restricted if on a low phosphate diet, lf you are unsure please
consult your dietitian.
Choose
Rice milk freely
within fluid restriction

Avoid
Coconut milk
Condensed milk
Dried milk
Evaporated milk

Salt Substitutes

Most renal patients need to follow a no added salt diet. lf you need more
information on this please ask your dietitian.
* Salt substitutes for example Selora, Lo Salt and pan salt are all made
from potassium salts and must not be used.
Choose pepper, herbs and spices to flavour dishes.
* Foods that are processed are high in salt as are soya sauce, MSG
(Mono Sodium Glutamate) and stock cubes e.g. Maggi and Knorr. Keep
these foods and seasoning to a minimum.

Sweet Snacks

Choose
Biscuits
Ginger nut
Jam/ cream filled biscuits
Plain biscuits e.g.
Digestive,
Rich Tea, Shortbread
Cakes/ Desserts
Cake e.g. sponge,
Cheesecake*, Doughnut
Jam tart, Jelly, Custard*
Meringue, Swiss roll, Trifle
Plain ice cream*
Crème Caramel
Sweets
Boiled, Chewy
Fruit gums and pastilles,
Jellies, Marshmallows,
Mints,
Sherbet, Turkish Delight
Asian sweets

Avoid

Biscuits containing nuts/
chocolate/ dried fruit

Cakes/ Desserts
Cakes/ desserts
containing nuts/
chocolate/ dried fruit
Fudge
Liquorice
Peanut brittle
Sesame snacks
Toffee

Sweets containing
Aggala, Asmi, Gulab jamun evaporated or condensed
Halva, Jalebi, Payasan
milk/ nuts/ dried fruit/
Shandesh, Zarda
dried milk/ coconut milk/
gram flour
Chocolate
All standard chocolate
bars

Savoury Snacks

Choose
Bread sticks
Cream crackers
Crisp breads
Monster Munch
Poppadum’s*
Prawn crackers
Pretzels
Rice cakes
Skips
Tortilla chips
Water biscuits
Wotsits

Avoid
All manufactured potato
products e.g.
Crisps / French Fries
Nuts
Oatcakes
Quavers
Rye crisp breads
Seeds
Twiglets
Vegetable Crisps

Avoid foods marked with * if you are on a low phosphate diet.
Drinks

Choose

Tea
Herbal tea
Fruit squash (not high
juice)
Fizzy drinks
Coffee (1 weak cup
filter coffee per day)

Avoid
Brita filtered water
Chocolate drinks
Complan or Build up
drinks
Fruit juice
Hi-Juice fruit squash
instant coffee

Malted drinks
Nourishment
Nutrament
Ribena
Smoothies
Vegetable juice

Alcohol

Choose
All spirits
Vermouth
Liqueurs
Sherry
Port Shandy

Avoid
Ale
Bitter
Cider
Stout
Guinness
Red Wine

lf you drink white wine and/or lager, please discuss with your dietitian.
NOTE: All alcohol should be taken in moderation. It is advised that men
should not drink more than 3-4 units of alcohol per day, and women
should drink no more than 2-3 units of alcohol per day.

Eating out ideas

Garlic bread
Sesame chicken
Starters
or toast
Garlic prawns*
Pasta dishes
Plain meat, fish, soya, tofu,
beans or lentils.
Main Course Pasta or rice dishes/naan/chapatti
Small portion of vegetables or salad
Boiled or mashed potatoes

Dessert

Drinks

Crdme caramel
Mousse or ice cream*
Jelly
Trifle
Plain sponge pudding and cream
A portion of fruit from daily
allowance may be eaten either as
fruit salad or as a fruit pudding eg.
lychees, apple crumble
Tea
Water
Fizzy drink
Shandy
Gin/Whisky/Vodka/Rum
White Wine limit to ............. glasses

* These foods may need to be avoided or limited if you are on a low
phosphate diet.
lf you need further information on eating out, please ask your dietitian.
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